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“Alone we can do so little; 
together we can do so much,”

--Helen Keller
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I hear that this is natural as you get older, but this year stood out to me as one where I’ve attended more memorial 
services than average.  What struck me at each of them was that, even while feeling the loss of someone we really cared 
about, there was also an air of celebration of how they lived and what they taught us along the way.

I felt this bittersweet truth in the middle of a standing-room-only service as the community celebrated the life of our 
dear friend Jim Cooley.  I knew Jim as we worked over the years to conserve the land that he and Zoe so dutifully 
cared for in Troy.  It was wonderful to hear how others knew him as a thoughtful and caring professor; as a fun-loving, 
square-dancing friend; and as a larger-than-life, tougher-than-nails father.  And it was moving to know that Jim’s vision 
– that future generations will enjoy the beauty and abundance of his land – will live on.

We also remembered our friend Dave Skinner for his passion and dedication to the Palouse Prairie.  Standing on top 
of Paradise Ridge as a storm rolled in, we gathered together and dedicated our new prairie preserve in his honor.  His 
eagerness to teach us all about native plants and our endangered prairie ecosystem inspired so many to keep at this 
important work.

I don’t know that Dave or Jim thought much about what people would say about them when they were gone.  I don’t 
think they thought of themselves as extraordinary.  I think they just got on with their lives, one foot in front of the 
other, doing the next right thing.  What I love most about the Land Trust is that every day we see people doing the 
same.

We saw it last fall when two couples stepped up to purchase the land on Steptoe Butte to make sure this iconic landmark 
will be protected forever.  We see it each spring and summer when community members come together to help take 
care of Idler’s Rest, a beloved community treasure.  We see it when private landowners volunteer to work with local, 
state, and federal agencies to preserve critically endangered habitat or improve their farming practices because they 
know it’s the right thing to do for the future.  

Every day we see people moving toward the kind of world that we want for future generations.  One where our 
traditional farming and forestry economy is preserved; where our native wildlife and fish thrive; where our critically 
endangered Palouse Prairie flourishes; where our kids can play in and learn from nature close to home; and where our 
spirits can be restored by spending time outdoors.  

Over the past 22 years, our community has made it possible to protect over 4,000 acres of working farms and forests, 
critically important wildlife habitat, and places for people to play.  And thanks to people like you who have been there 
along the way, there is much more in the works.  Today, there is more desire to conserve land than at any other time 
in the Land Trust’s history.  Please know that you 
don’t have to own land to make a difference.  Your 
support – from your time, to your expertise, to your 
contributions – makes it possible to achieve so much.

Thank you for everything you do to make our corner 
of the world a better place,

Amy Trujillo, Executive Director

“The things you do for yourself are gone when you are gone, but the things you 
do for others remain as your legacy.”                                                       - Kalu Kalu 

Right: Dave Skinner’s wife, Jo Bohna, and Amy share memories 
of Dave at the dedication ceremony.  Photo by Erica Sloniker



Wildlife habitat close to 
home

For nearly 20 years, Bill Voxman and Joanne 
Reece have taken care of a special oasis for 

plants and wildlife in the northern part of Moscow.  

Knowing how important natural areas are for our 
communities, Bill and Joanne partnered with the Land 
Trust to protect just over 2 acres of their property, which 
is home to habitat for migrating birds and other wildlife.  
The protection of their land adds yet another permanent 
open space for the community of Moscow, and is in close 
proximity to both the Rabbit Hills Preserve (conserved 
by Gail and Mark DeSantis in 2009) and the Fosberg Farm 
(conserved by Maynard and Margaret Fosberg in 1999).

When you give to the Land Trust, you help families throughout our region take the 
next steps toward permanently protecting special places for future generations.  Each 
piece plays an important role in the larger landscape.  From farmland, to wetlands, 
to important recreation areas, these are just a few of the special places that were 
conserved this past year, thanks to support from people like you.  

Big things happen 
when all the pieces add up

Beautiful places to play

If you’ve done much rafting in Idaho, chances are 
you’ve floated the Lower Salmon River canyon.  The 

stretch of river from Hammer Creek to Pine Bar is a 
popular day-trip and now, thanks to the efforts of a local 
ranching family, the Bureau of Land Management, 
and with help from the Land Trust, nearly 6 miles of 
stunning views along Green Canyon are permanently 
protected.  Next time you float that stretch, know 
that you helped  ensure that future generations 
will continue to be able to enjoy this beautiful view. 



Preserving our heritage

As you walk down the path to Monte and Helen Wilson’s rustic cabin just outside of Potlatch, Idaho, you’re 
likely to flush out a herd of deer, a great-horned owl, or maybe a red-tailed hawk.  You might run into 

Monte, coming back from a long day of managing brush and weeds.  Or maybe Helen as she sets out to do some 
painting under the large cedars nestled in the wet draw on the east side of the property.  Time seems to slip 
away and before you know it, the golden light of evening floods the trees, giving the forest a magical feeling. 

It’s forestland like this throughout our region that provides homes for wildlife, timber for our local 
economy, and beautiful scenery.  Preserving land like this helps save a bit of our rural heritage as well.  

Monte Wilson’s great-grandparents moved to Idaho in 1875 and settled in Viola in 1886.  His grandparents 
eventually bought this land in the 1920s.  Monte and Helen wanted to see the land and its history protected so they 
worked with the Land Trust to place a conservation easement on the land.  The easement allows for responsible 
timber harvest and also allows for two small areas where their kids can eventually build homes while still protecting 
scenic views of the property for the public and maintaining quality wildlife habitat.  It’s a good example of how we 
can balance economic, historic, aesthetic, and conservation values to ensure a vibrant community into the future.

Saving an endangered 
ecosystem

How do you preserve an ecosystem when 
the remaining pieces are limited to small, 

disjointed, remnant islands?  When it comes to the 
Palouse Prairie, you rely on the incredible passion 
and dedication of local landowners willing to lead 
the way in preservation and restoration efforts.

Last year, Bill and Dianne French and Kas and Deb Dumroese added their properties to the growing network 
of protected Palouse Prairie habitat in Whitman and Latah counties.  These two projects are part of a larger 
multi-agency initiative to protect this imperiled landscape.  Thanks to the commitment of these conservation-
minded families, and others, this incredibly special ecosystem will have a shot at not just surviving, but thriving.  



Seeing the forest for the trees 

Idler’s Rest Nature Preserve



to bring community partners, volunteers, 
businesses, and outdoor groups together to plan 
ways to make Idler’s Rest accessible to everyone.  
We have landscape architecture students at WSU 
designing the parking lot improvements and 
universal access improvements for the trails.  We’re 
working with neighboring landowners to explore 
the possibility of expanding the trail system.  We 
have plans drawn up for better signage so that 
people can know where to go and partners lined 
up to provide programming, like guided hikes, to 
make people feel more at home exploring nature.  

Funding for construction costs anticipated for the 
parking lot and universal access trail improvements 
is the next piece of the puzzle, and thanks to grants 
from the CLIF Bar Family Foundation, the Inland 
Northwest Community Foundation, and the Co-op 
Dime in Time program, we’ve got a really good start.

Over the past year, you’ve 
shared your stories of what 

you love about Idler’s Rest.  

We heard how connecting to this place has healed 
and fostered great things in many of us.  And when 
nature is close to home, like it is at Idler’s Rest, 
we’re that much more likely to experience that 
power.  But what if there’s something keeping 
you from experiencing it?  

Taking stock
This past year, through public listening sessions, 
community fairs and events, and outreach on 
social media, we’ve also heard from people 
who don’t or can’t get out to Idler’s Rest.  

We heard that simply not knowing about Idler’s Rest 
isn’t the only thing stopping people from visiting 
the preserve.  Issues like parking lot congestion, 
feeling uncertain of what to expect or where to 
go, or not being able to get up or down the steps at 
the trailheads, were common concerns preventing 
people from enjoying Idler’s Rest.  And thanks to 
your continued support, we’re not just listening 
– we’re finding ways to do something about it.

Working together
As always, we’re stronger when we work together.  
Support from people like you has made it possible 

You can make it possible
You can help us get over the final hurdle.  This fall, 
the Thomas O. Brown Foundation and a generous 
local family will match each dollar you contribute 
2:1 for this special project.  Our goal is to raise 
$15,000 from the community to make this dream 
a reality.  Your support this fall can make sure 
that people of all abilities are able to connect with 
the physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits of 
nature at Idler’s Rest.

Please give as generously as you can.

Special places build community
“When friends and family come to visit, I include a walk at Idler’s Rest as one of the top options for 
things to do.  It’s a short drive to a beautiful, unique place.  One time I came back down the trail to 
find my mom, brother-in-law, and niece literally hugging the trees to feel how they swayed in the 
wind!

I’ve just started volunteering at Idler’s Rest, and it’s a wonderful way to spend a morning.  I was able 
to pick what I wanted to do, tools were provided, I met interesting people, and I learned so much 
about the plants and history of Idler’s Rest.  It’s amazing how much progress you can make when 
working together with a group.  When I go back to hike the trails with friends and family, I’ll be 
proud to know I played a part.”                                                    
            -Juliana Cheatham, volunteer



Did you know that when you help preserve our native prairie, you’re not just protecting something 
beautiful, you’re also helping to bring back threatened and endangered species?  One of those 

species that gets a lot of attention in prairie circles is the federally-threatened Spalding’s catchfly.

When a plant or animal is put on the Endangered Species List, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service is tasked 
with coming up with a “Species Recovery Plan” to bring that species back from the brink.  The Species 
Recovery Plan for Spalding’s catchfly identifies certain Key Conservation Areas – areas that stand the 
best chance of supporting restoration and reintroduction efforts to bring back the threatened plant.  

For years, the Land Trust has been part of a partnership of individuals and agencies working to 
permanently conserve land in the Key Conservation Area identified in Latah County so that 
restoration and reintroduction efforts can begin.  At the heart of this Key Conservation Area 
lies a 62.5-acre property that contains some of the best Palouse prairie habitat in north Idaho.

Home to many rare and special plants and animals like the broad-fruit mariposa lily, Palouse goldenweed, 
grasshopper sparrow, and more, this 
property was a high conservation priority.  
Normally, the Land Trust works with local 
families to protect special places like this 
with conservation easements.  In this case, 
however, the family had long ago moved 
to Oregon and needed to sell the land.

Thanks to a grant from the US Fish and 
Wildlife Service, a donation of a portion 
of the land value from the family, a 
donation of appreciated stock from a local 

Restoration and Recovery

Left:  A unique and breathtaking landscape, permanently 
protected because of you.  Photo by Don & Melinda Crawford

partnering for the prairie



Restoration and Recovery

community member with a passion for prairie, 
and the on-going support of people like you, 
we were able to purchase the land and dedicate 
it as the Dave Skinner Ecological Preserve.
This special place lies on the southern slope 
of Paradise Ridge, south of Moscow.  It 
is home to stunning, high quality prairie 
remnants, and is now an important Spalding’s 
catchfly reintroduction and restoration site.  

Due to the highly sensitive nature of the 
site, the Preserve is accessible by guided 
tours.  The most beautiful time to visit is 
in the spring, so please let us know if you’d 
like to get on the list for a tour next spring.  

Above: A reintroduced Spalding’s catchfly (Silene spaldingeii) plant 
at the Skinner Preserve.

Paying tribute to a true 
prairie champion
This spring, the newly completed prairie preserve 

was officially dedicated and named in honor of our 
friend, David Skinner, who passed away in early 2016.

Among his many accomplishments, Dave was a 
founding member of the Palouse Prairie Foundation, 
and worked for over 30 years with the USDA NRCS 
Plant Material Center in Pullman.  He also co-authored 
the beautiful, new “Palouse Prairie Field Guide,” 
and worked tirelessly to promote awareness and 
appreciation for the fragile Palouse Prairie ecosystem.  

Dave’s widow and friends lovingly spread a portion 
of Dave’s ashes at 
the preserve in June 
during a special 
dedication ceremony, 
ensuring that Dave 
will always be a part 
of the landscape he so 
passionately supported.  

Above: Dave Skinner, where he 
loved to be - in the field.  Photo 
by Jacie Jensen

partnering for the prairie



Champions - $1,000 +
Anonymous
Jocelyn Aycrigg & Bill Seybold 
Bess Spiva Timmons Foundation
Roger & Alane Blanchard
John Bolles & Mary McGregor 
Cadeau Foundation
Juliana Cheatham
Jim & Zoe Cooley
Scotty & Diane Cornelius
Mark & Gail DeSantis 
Mary DuPree & Mark Hume
Bill & Dianne French
Archie & Mary George 
Trish Hartzell & Ding Johnson 
Heart of  the Rockies Initiative
Jim Heidelberger 
Inland Northwest Community 
Foundaton 

Land Trust Alliance
Barry & Roberta Lindgren
Dale & Kari Miller
Moscow Women’s Giving Circle
Bill & Donna Parks
Jack & Belle Rogers
Mike & Sharon Scott
Susan Spalinger & Jon 
Firehammer
Tapped: Taphouse & Kitchen
The Clif  Bar Family Foundation
Max & Victoria Dreyfus 
Foundation
Thomas O. Brown Foundation
Bill Voxman & Joanne Reece
Libby Walker 
Marilyn Wanner
Richard & Barbara Wells 
Gerry Wright

Benefactors - $500+
Barry & Sharla Boehm
Jim & Cindy Fisher
Hoey & Ronnie Graham
John & Sara Holup
Linda Jovanovich

Judy LaLonde
Dick & Nancy Mack
Otwin Marenin & Martha Cottam
Andy & Susan McGregor
Rodney & Heidi Mead
Northwest River Supplies
John & Ann Norton
Rick & Diane Rupp 
Rusty Schatz, DA Davidson
Janice Smith-Hill & Jack Hill
Ann Stevens
Helen Stroebel & Greg Unruh 
Ellen Thiem
Margrit Von Braun & Ian von 
Lindern
Kathy Warren 

Patrons - $250+
Tom Besser & Kathleen Potter
Amy & Bruce Carter
Don & Melinda Crawford 
Jim & Lisa Garrett
Andrew & Alyssa Hoehn 
Paul & Jennifer Hohenlohe
Wayne & Jacie Jensen
Donald & Cynthia Kaag
Tom & Cheryl Kammerzell 
Flip & Jo Kleffner
Blanche LeBrock 
Elinor McCloskey
The Moscow Food Co-Op
Nick Norton & Nicole Campbell
Jim Reece & Pat Hine 
Nick Sanyal & Ella Inglebret 
Amelie Schmolke & Lucas 
Premo
Steve & Mary Shook
Shook-Leavitt Insurance
Smith-Hill Law
Denise & Dave Stillinger
Ryan & Brandi Urie 
Jeff  Feuerstein, Waddell & Reed
Lisette Waits & Dave Roon 

Wendy Ninteman
Cort Northrop
Northwewst Management, Inc.
Frances Norton
P1FCU
Pacific Northwest Farmers 
Cooperative
Dan & Jenny Pierce
Gretchen Potter
Gerry & Elaine Queener 
Dan & Pat Rathmann
Berkley Ridenhour
Linda Rogers
Dan & Martha Schmidt
Patrick Siler
Erica Simek-Sloniker & 
Benjamin Sloniker
Bob & Dottie Smith
Bill & Amanda Snyder 
South Fork Public House
Robert & Linda Spady
George & Linda Spomer
Marjory Stage
Kirk & Lilly Steinhorst
Kath Strickler 
Garrett Thompson
Julia & Martin Trail
Tom & JoAnn Trail
Amy Trujillo 
Umpqua Bank
Carleton & Jeane Veigel
Pete & Tanya Volk
Ed & Jaime Walker
Joanne Washburn
Carolea Webb & Bruce Wright
Diane Weber
Paul Wendland
Rich & Carla Wesson
Helen Wootton

Contributors - $50+
Diane Albright
Jim & Betty Benson
Charles Burke
Gail Byers
Alton & Janet Campbell
Warren Carleton
Jack & Mary Carloye
Rob & Sarah Church
Karen Den Braven & Thomas 
Moore
Brian Dulin
Sue Durrant
Lauren Fins & Dave Potter
Nick Foit
Fujiyama Pullman

Supporters - $100+
Jon & Tina Anderson
Marcia Anderson
Lynn Ate & Dave Ackley
Anonymous
Dennis & Lynn Baird 
Jessica Bearman & Chris 
Drummond
Nancy Bell & Mark Anderson
Kenton Bird & Gerri Sayler 
Pete & Rebecca Bloom
Karl & Mary Ann Boehmke
Janice Boughton & Mac Cantrell
John & Ruth Brown
Peggy Chevalier
Lennard Chin
Mary Collins & Michael Jepson
Michael Court & Gretchen 
Kaufman
Clarice Coyne
Susan Daniels & Paul Spencer
Elaine Dodge & Martin Staubus
John Dunn
Lee Anne Eareckson & Tom 
Gorman 
Sid & Renee Eder
Jim Ekins 
Susan Firor & Tim Kientz
Maynard Fosberg
Sally & Dick Fredericks
Ed Garretson, Jr.
William Hallagan
Kathleen Hardcastle
Trish Heekin
Will Herrington
Andy & Jeri Hudak
Pat Jenness
Michael & Karen Jennings
Mark Jovanovich & Paul 
Groomer
Janet Kendall
Dulce Kersting & Tonda Lark
Jenny Kostroff
Ed & Charlene Krumpe
Latah Wildlife Association
Jeanne Leffingwell & James Reid
Juanita Lichthardt & Paul 
McDaniel
Nancy Luebbert & James Wallis
Judy Meuth & Rich Alldredge
Penny Morgan & Steve Bunting
Herbert & Barbara Nakata
Dave & Nancy Nelson
Thomas Newhof
Ralph Nielsen
Ryan & Becca Niemeyer 

“I give to the land trust to do my part in 
preserving natural Idaho for present and 
future generations to enjoy, just as our 
family has over the years,” 

--Joanne Sutton

Conservation Heroes make conservation possible all year long with monthly gifts or payroll deductions at work.  Call us to learn how 
you can become a hero today.

Thank you to everyone making a lasting difference in our community.  
Every year, with your support there are more places for wildlife to roam, more 

farms and forests conserved, and more places to play in nature.  

Thank you to the following contributors who gave so generously in 2016-2017.  If you believe you have been omitted from this list in 
error, please contact Amy at 208-596-4496.



Evelyn Simon
Leslie Smallwood Rios
Gail Smallwood & Thomas Kopp
Judy Sobeloff  & Fred Gittes
Nancy Sprague & Bill Phillips
St. Marks Episcopal Church
William Stellmon
Deborah Stenkamp & Charles 
Swift
Dean Stewart
Ken & Lori Stinson
Debby & Barry Strauss
Joanne Sutton
Stan & Dorothy Thomas
Carmen Todd
Von Walden & Tina Hilding
Anne Wan
Jim & Bertie Weddell

Associate - $25+
Betty Adams
Linda Albrecht
David & Louise Barber
Kevin & Elisabeth Brackney
Tenley Burke
Jim & Susan Calvert
Ken & Tanya Carper
Bob & Nel Carver
Nancy Chaney & Gary Bryan
Dennis & Louise Colson
Margaret Dibble
Lynn Dils
Gail Eckwright
Jim & Dawn Fazio
Oz & Ginny Garton

Sherry George
Eric Grace
Jim Gregson & Pam Bettis
Jerry Grzebielski
Donna Hanson
Nate & Trudy Hespelt
Len & Jane Hetsler
Jen Hiebert & Frank Wilhelm
Herb & Jann Hill
Paul & Dorcas Hirzel
Peggy Jenkins & Jay Feldman
Jill Johnson & Craig Watt
Relene Johnson & Dave 
Nebelsieck
Jon Kimberling
Joan Klingler
Tracy Landauer
John & Wendy Lawrence
Dale & Leslee Miller
Darcy Miller
Jon & Solveig Miller
Christine Moffitt
Nancy Nydegger & Tim Paulitz
Rod & LaNore Parker
Jim & Pat Peek
Annette Pettenger
Jack & Cathy Porter
Presnell Gage, PLLC
Fred Rabe
Kerry & Nancy Reese
Louise Regelin
James Reid & Jeanne Leffingwell
Sherrill & Wilbert Richarz
Charles & Barbara Robbins
Susan Rounds
Rose Marie Sharp & Peggy 
Quesnell

Shelly Gilmore
Laura Girardeau
Gina Gormley
Russ & Kathy Graham
Meghann Hester
Gary & Bev Hyde
Denis & Agnes Jain
Kevin Kuhn
Joe & Ryan Law
Bill Loftus 
Nick & Katherine Lovrich
Janet Maguire
Ron McFarland & Georgia Teppe
Melissa McRae-Skinner
Barbara Meldrum
Sam & Pat Monger
Soren Newman & Erik Brynestad
Paul & Andrea O’Sullivan
Robert & Marsha Olsen
Jay & Mimi Pengilly
Regan Plumb
John Pool
Jim Prall & Carolyn Berman
Melissa Rockwood
Roger Rowley & Carise Skinner
Mark Schwarzlaender & Marijka 
Haverhals 
Victoria Seever
Bill Smith
Judy Sobeloff  & Fred Gittes
Bruce & Julie Ann Spangler
Marci Stephens
Erin Stoddart
Jeanette Talbott
Patty Taylor
John Watkinson & Lisa O’Leary
Priscilla Wegars

Gladyne Weisenstein
Lynn Wells 
Will Whelan

Donors 
Elisabeth Berlinger & Tom Bode
Leigh Bernacchi
Helen Bobisud
Tom Bode
Dan Boyd
Johanna Brown
Paul Charpentier
Caroline Christenson
Fiona Cridlebaugh
Linda DeWitt
Tanya Gale & Gabriel DeRuwe
Meg Gallagher
Christine Gilmore
Terry Gray
Jamie Hill
George Hinman
Carolyn Joswig-Jones
Sarah Koerber
Tom Lamar & Julia Parker
Gregory Larson
Hailey Lewis
Corinne Lyle
Bryn Martin
Jeanne McHale
DeDe McReynolds
Elinor Michel & Walter Hesford
Dan & Kathy Noble
Molly Pannkuk
Diane Prorak
Jodi Prout & Stephen Johnson
Louise Sweeney
Patrick Reed
Belinda Rhodes
Linda Russo
Monique Slipher
Elaine & Ron Syth
Ray & Jennifer Wallace
Jennifer Watts

“I eagerly support the Palouse Land Trust annually because I 
know this organization will work to protect and encourage 
sustainability on the land around me...the Palouse region of 
which I’m so fond. “

--Nancy Mack

The Land Trust grew out of an appreciation for our landscape and the role it plays in making our 
community a vibrant place to live.  Today, there is more desire to conserve land than at any other time in 
the Land Trust’s history.  In recent years, families have brought us projects that have incredible conservation 
and community value, but regrettably, the funding needed to make some of those projects happen hasn’t 
been available.

To help take advantage of our momentum and to be able to seize key opportunities as they arise, Land Trust 
supporters are now establishing a special Opportunity Fund.

This fund will help us move faster on projects, conserve iconic landmarks that define our communities and 
give us a sense of place, create new places for public recreation, and find ways to use land to build a healthier 
community. You can become a catalyst for creating a legacy of clean water, abundant wildlife, working 
landscapes, and the beautiful views the Palouse is known for all over the world.

Gifts of appreciated stock, charitable IRA rollovers, and bequests are easy and meaningful ways to 
contribute to the Opportunity Fund and share the special lands we call home with generations to come.

For more information on how you can make a difference with the Opportunity Fund, 
contact Amy at amy@palouselandtrust.org or 208-669-0722.

Tremendous Opportunities

Photo by Don & Melinda Crawford



Working together for open space, wildlife 
habitat, and working lands on the Palouse. 
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RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 

A Celebration of Conservation
Wednesday, November 8 at 6:00pm

The 1912 Center, 412 E 3rd St, Moscow

Please join us for an evening of celebration to toast all that you have made possible this year.  Bring your friends 
to this free event to celebrate the community and the land you love, and to be inspired by what’s in store.  Enjoy 
complimentary appetizers, drinks, and have the chance to win unique silent auction items that will support the 
conservation of special places on the Palouse.  Check the auction packages out online at palouselandtrust.org. 

For more information and to RSVP, please call 208-596-4496 or email Jaime@palouselandtrust.org

Photo: Don & Melinda Crawford


